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We develop parametricmodels that incorporatemisclassificationerrorin an orderedresponsemodel and
comparethem with a semiparametricmodel thatnests the parametricmodels. We apply these estimators
to the analysis of English-speakingfluency of immigrantsin the United Kingdom,focusing on Lazear's
theorythatdue to learningor self-selection, thereis a negativerelationbetween speakingfluency and the
ethnic minorityconcentrationin the region. Specificationtests show thatthe model allowing for misclassificationerrorsoutperformsorderedprobit.All models lead to similarqualitativeconclusions, but there
is substantialvariationin the size of the marginaleffects.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many empirical studies in economics and other social sciences are concerned with the analysis of orderedcategorical
dependentvariables,such as bandeddata on earnings,income,
or hours worked.This data, often retrievedfrom surveys,have
a true objective underlyingscale but can be affected by misclassification error.Another type of categorical data that has
become increasinglypopularin applied econometricsis based
on subjective evaluations.Examples include data on job satisfaction (see, e.g., Clarkand Oswald 1996), satisfactionwith
health (Kerkhofs and Lindeboom 1995), future expectations
of household income (Das and van Soest 1997), or subjective
evaluationsof English-speakingfluency of immigrantsin the
United Kingdom (e.g., Chiswick 1991; Chiswick and Miller
1995; Dustmann1994), which we analyze in this article. Such
datamay sufferfromthe same misclassificationproblem.Moreover, the bounds used to distinguish,for example, good from
reasonable,reasonablefrom bad, and so on, may be specific
to the person doing the evaluation(the respondentor the interviewer).
In appliedwork, orderedcategoricaldependentvariablesare
typically analyzed with orderedprobit or orderedlogit models. In these nonlinearmodels, misclassificationcan lead to biased estimates of the parametersof interest. To deal with this
problem in the binary choice case, several parametricmodels have been introducedthat explicitly incorporatemisclassification probabilitiesas additionalparameters.Lee and Porter
(1984) estimatedan exogenous switchingregressionmodel for
marketprices of grain, distinguishingregimes in which firms
are cooperativeand noncooperative.They observed an imperfect indicatorof the actual regime and extended the standard
probit model with two misclassificationprobabilitiesfor the
events that regime A is observed given that regime B is active or vice versa. They estimated these probabilitiesjointly
with the parametersof the price equations in both regimes.
Hausman,Abrevaya,and Scott-Morton(1998) estimatedbinary
choice models for job changes. Using parametricmodels, they
found significantprobabilitiesof misclassifying in both directions. Using semiparametricmodels, they obtainedestimatesof

the slope coefficientsof interestthatare similarto the estimates
in the parametricmodel allowing for misclassification.
In this articlewe follow Lee andPorter(1984) andHausman
et al. (1998) and incorporatemisclassificationerrorsin an orderedresponsemodel. Standardtests cannotbe used to test for
the presence of misclassification errors,because the null hypothesis puts the parameterson the boundaryof the parameter
space. We apply a simulation-basedtesting procedurerecently
developed by Andrews(2001). We use the same type of test to
test our model againsta model that also allows for the possibility that differentevaluatorsuse differentthresholds,generalizing the randomthresholdsmodel introducedby Das (1995).
In addition, we consider a semiparametricmodel that nests
all parametricmodels and avoids distributionalassumptionson
the errorterms. Because this is a single-indexmodel, the slope
parametersof interestcan be estimatedusing the semiparametric least squaresestimatorof Ichimura(1993).
The main issue in our applicationis the relationshipbetween
host countrylanguageproficiencyof immigrantminoritiesand
the regional concentrationof the minoritygroup. Understanding the assimilationand adaptationof minorityand immigrant
groups is an importantand growing area of researchin economics, which is becoming ever more relevantas societies are
increasinglycharacterizedby a mix of individualswith different cultural backgrounds.Speaking a common language is a
key factorin this process. In an influentialrecent study,Lazear
(1999) developed a model in which trade between different
groups requiresthe ability to communicatewith one another.
To enhancetradingpossibilities,minorityindividualsmay learn
the language of the majoritygroup. The incentive to learn the
language is largerthe smaller the relative size of the minority
group. Moreover,minorityindividualswith low proficiencyin
the majoritylanguage may sort themselves into communities
in which individualsspeakingtheirown minoritylanguageare
concentrated.As Lazear pointed out, the two processes both
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lead to a negative association between minority concentration
and fluency in the majoritylanguage. If the effect of minority
concentrationon language is created primarilythroughlearning, then the interactionbetween minority concentrationand
years of residence should contributeto explaining language
proficiency.But if sortingis the only relevantmechanism,then
this interactionshould not be significant.Comparingdatafrom
the U.S. census for 1900 and 1990, Lazearconcludedthatonly
sorting mattered in 1990, whereas learning was important
in 1900.
We investigate the same issue for the United Kingdom, using cross-sectional data on immigrantsfrom ethnic minority
communitiesdrawnin 1994. Our parametersof interestare, as
in Lazear's study, the effects of the regional minorityconcentrationand its interactionwith years of residence on Englishlanguageproficiencyof immigrants.
In surveydata,languageproficiencyis typicallyevaluatedby
the respondentor the intervieweron a four- or five-pointscale,
rangingfrom bad or very bad to very good. It seems likely that
evaluatorsdiffer in terms of the perceived difference between
bad and reasonable,reasonableand good, and so on. In addition, the reportedvariablemay suffer from the same misclassification error as objective variables, such as the job change
variableinvestigatedby Hausmanet al. (1998). Dustmannand
van Soest (2002) focused on the lattertype of error,comparing
answersto identical surveyquestionson self-reportedspeaking
fluency in the host country language by the same immigrants
at differentpoints in time. They found that, underthe assumption that a decrease in language capacity is not possible, more
than one-fourthof the total variancein the observed speaking
fluency variableis due to randommisclassification.
Our main empiricalquestion is whethergeneralizingthe ordered response model to allow for misclassificationaffects the
answers to the economic questions concerningthe relationbetween language proficiency,minorityconcentration,and years
of residence. The results of our empirical analysis show that
allowing for classification errorsis a clear improvementover
the standardorderedprobitmodel. In particular,the estimated
probabilitiesof misclassificationinto the extremecategoriesare
large. A formal test based on work of Andrews (2001) clearly
rejectsthe null hypothesisthatall misclassificationprobabilities
are 0. Moreover,the model with misclassificationerrorscannot be rejected against a more general model that also allows
for randomthresholdvariationacross evaluators.Allowing for
misclassificationalso leads to substantiallydifferentestimates
of some of the slope coefficients of the regressorscompared
with orderedprobit.
The qualitativeconclusions on the effect of minorityconcentrationon speaking fluency do not change if misclassification
is allowed for. The effect is significantlynegative.This is confirmed by the semiparametricestimates. The estimates of the
size of the marginaleffects, however, are substantiallybiased
if misclassificationis ignored, particularlyat low values of the
concentrationindex. The interactiontermbetween years of residence andminorityconcentrationis significantat the 10%level
only in the parametricmodels and is insignificantin the semiparametricmodel, suggestingthatfor ourparticularapplication,
self-selectionis a betterexplanationfor the negativerelationbetween minorityconcentrationand speakingfluency than learning.
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The article is organizedas follows. In Section 2 we present
the models andtheirestimators.In Section 3 we brieflydescribe
the data. We provide semiparametricand parametricestimates
in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 6 we compare predictionsof
the two parametricmodels and the semiparametricmodel and
test the parametricspecifications.We providesome concluding
remarksin Section 7.

2. CATEGORICAL
DATAANDMISCLASSIFICATION
We assume thatthe dependentvariableis observedon an ordinal scale with three levels, coded 1, 2, and 3. In our application, these levels correspondto speaking English slightly or
not at all, reasonablywell, and very well. The models that we
discuss extend straightforwardlyto the case of more than three
categories, but the parametricmodels will lead to more auxiliary parametersand more intricateexpressions for the likelihood function. The startingpoint is the orderedprobitmodel,
not allowing for classification errors.It relates observed categorical informationfor respondenti to an underlyinglatent index y* as follows:
y7 = xi + ui;
(1)
Yi=j

if

mj-1 < y* < m,

j

1,2, 3;

(2)

and
uilxi " N(0, aO2).

(3)

Here xi is a vector of explanatoryvariablesincludinga constantterm,P is the vectorof parametersof interest,and ui is the
errorterm. We assume that mo = -o, mi = 0, and m3 = 00.
The variancea 2 and the boundm2 can be seen as nuisanceparameters.We fix a2 to 100 to identify the scale. Throughout,
we assume that the observations(yi, xi) are a random sample
from the populationof interest.

2.1 A ParametricMisclassificationModel
For the binary choice case, Hausmanet al. (1998) showed
that the bias in estimates of P can be substantialif some observationson the endogenous variableare misclassified. They
proposed a generalizationof the binary probit model to take
into account classificationerrors.We extend this model to the
orderedprobitcase.
We assume that the reportedcategory is yi but the (unobserved) true category is zi, which is related to the latent variable y* as in the orderedprobitmodel
zi =j

if mj1 < y < mj,

j=1,2,3.

(4)

The probabilitiesof misclassificationare given by
j, k = 1, 2, 3,j / k. (5)
Pr(yi =jlzi = k, xi) = Pk,j,
Thus pkj is the probabilitythat an observationbelonging to
categoryk is classified in categoryj. If Pk,j= 0 for all j, k with
j # k, then there is no misclassification,and the model simplifies to the orderedprobit model. The model with three categories has six misclassificationprobabilities,Pk,j.
In this model, the latent variable yf can be seen as a perfect indicatorof speakingfluency on a continuousscale, something like the score on the ideal objectivespeakingfluencytest.
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The "true"categoryzi is the categoricaloutcome based on this
score. Misclassificationmeans that the wrong outcome is reported.It should be acknowledgedthat this is only one way to
model misclassification.For example, anothersource of misclassification would be measurementerror in y*, but a normally distributedmeasurementerrorwould be capturedin ui
and would not be identified.A thirdsourcewould be individual
variationin cutoff points, which we test for in Section 5.
The mainidentifyingassumptionin the model is thatPk,jdoes
not dependon xi (except throughzi). This is the common identifying assumptionin this literature,used by Hausman et al.
(1998), Lee and Porter (1984), and Douglas, Smith Conway,
and Ferrier(1995), among others. Lewbel (2000) showed that
the binarychoice model is still identifiedunderthe weaker assumptionthatone continuousvariablewith nonzeroP does not
affect the misclassificationprobabilities,but no obvious candidate for such an exclusion restrictionis available.Assumptions
like this could be avoided if a differentmeasurementcould be
used as a benchmark,such as, in our empirical example, objective measurementof languageproficiency(see Charetteand
Meng 1994).
For the binary choice case (with categories denoted by
0 and 1), Hausmanet al. (1998) showed that identificationof
Pk,j,j, k = 0, 1, does not rely on the normalityassumption,as
long the supportof xll is the whole real line; that is, as long
as thereare sufficientobservationswith very low and very high
values of x fl. The probabilitiesof misclassification are then
given by
pl,o=

lim Pr(yi = 0Oxi)

xfl-oo

and

P1,1 > P2,1 > P3,1

and

P3,3 > P2,3 > P1,3.

(9)

This condition is strongerthan (8) but easier to understandintuitively.
The argument for nonparametricidentification in the binary choice case applies to pl,2, pl,3, p3,1, andP3,2, but not to
P2,1orP2,3.Identificationof these is achievedin this parametric
model by imposingnormalityof the errorterms.The model can
be straightforwardlyestimatedby maximumlikelihood (ML),
where the Pk,j's are estimatedjointly with the slope parame-

tersP.

2.2 A Semiparametric
Approach
The parametricML estimates of the slope parametersP in
the models introducedearlierrequiredistributionalassumptions
and may not be robustto misspecification.If we are interested
in / only and considerthe Pk,jnuisanceparameters,then semiparametricestimationseems to be a good alternative.
Considerthe model with misclassificationprobabilities.The
conditional mean of the observed categorical variable yi in
model (1)-(5) given xi is given by (7). It depends on xi only
through the index xfl. Thus (1)-(5) is a special case of the
single-indexmodel given by
(10)
E{yilxi} = H(x/fl),
whereH is an unknownlink function.If we relax the normality
assumption(3) and replaceit by the assumptionthat
ui is independentof xi,

lim Pr(yi = 1lxi).
po,1 = xfl-*-oo

(11)

then we get the following expressioninsteadof (7):

Hausmanet al. (1998) showed that their model satisfies the
single-indexpropertythatE{yixi} depends on xi via xfl only.
Therefore,P is identifiedup to location,scale, andsign. The additionalconditionrequiredfor identificationis thatpo,1 andpl,o
not be too large,
P,o +PO,1 < 1.

This conditionis satisfiedfor sufficientlysmall values of the
misclassificationprobabilities.A sufficientconditionfor (8) has
been given by Abrevayaand Hausman(1999),

(6)

E{yilxi}

= 2 - P2,1 + P2,3
- G(mi - x/3)(1 - P1,2 - P2,1 + P2,3 2pl,3)

+ [1 - G(m2- Xi/f)]
x (1 - P3,2 - P2,3 + P2,1 - 2P3,1),

(12)

where G is the distributionfunctionof the errortermui (G(t) =
Pr[ui< t]).
Again, the right-handside depends on xi only throughxfl,
so that (1), (2), (4), (5), and (11) lead to the single-indexmodel
(10) with link function H given by (12). As stated before, the
crucial assumptionhere is that the misclassificationprobabilities in (4)-(5) do not dependon xi.
E{yi xi) = 2 - p2,1 + P2,3
Moreover,underthe same assumptions,it is straightforward
- '((mi - xfi)/o)(1 -P1,2 -P2,1 ?P2,3 - 2pl,3)
to show that the conditional variance V{yitxi) also depends
on xi throughthe same index xfi only. This implies that the
+ [1 - ((m2 - x )/o')]
model for yi is heteroscedastic,but the heteroscedasticityhas
x (1 - P3,2 - P2,3 -P2,1 - 2p3,1).
(7)
a special form. Finally, it is easy to show that the inequalities
Thus the conditionthatE{yilXi}increaseswith xfl for every in (8) imply thatH can be chosen to be nondecreasing.
value of xfl implies that [instead of (6) for the binary choice
Thus the model discussed earlier is a special case of the
case]
generalsingle-indexmodel (10) for some (unknown)link function H. In this model the vector f of slope parametersis idenand
pl,2 + P2,1 - P2,3+ 2pl,3 < 1
tified up to scale; the constantterm is not identified.A number
f
P2,3 +P3,2 - P2,1 + 2p3,1 <1.
(8) of asymptotically normal root n-consistent estimators for

This guaranteesthat El{yixi} increases with x/fl. Accordingly, the sign of f is also identified, and (5) implies that
identified.
po,1 andplo are nonparametrically
For the orderedprobit case with categories 1, 2, and 3 and
six misclassificationprobabilities,we get
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in this model have been discussed in the literature,requiring various assumptionson the distributionof the explanatory
variablesxi and regularityconditions on the link function H.
Ichimura(1993) used nonlinear least squares combined with
nonparametricestimationof H. This estimatorrequiresnumerical minimizationof a nonconvexobjective function.Hausman
et al. (1998) used the maximum rank correlationestimatorof
Han (1987). This also requires numerical optimization. We
experimentedwith applyingthis estimatorbut ran into convergence problemswith the Han estimator,possibly due to the relatively large numberof explanatoryvariables.
Attractivefrom a computationalstandpointis the class of
(weighted or unweighted) average derivativeestimators (see,
e.g., Powell, Stock, and Stoker 1989). They requirethatthe distributionof x be absolutelycontinuousand thus are not directly
applicable to our empirical example. Horowitz and Haerdle
(1996) have developed an estimator that allows for discrete
variables,but not for interactiontermsof continuousvariables.
Because interactiontermsare importantin ourparticularapplication, the Horowitz and Haerdle (1996) estimatorcannot be
applied.We thereforefocus on Ichimura'ssemiparametricleast
squares(SLS) estimator.
Ichimura's SLS estimator minimizes the sum of squares
Sn(f) over i, where
Sn(f)

= 1/n

(yi - E [yixfi])2.

(13)

Here E[yilx?f] is a univariatekernel regressionestimate of yi
on the index x'i (for given P). Finding the P at which (13)
is minimized requiresan iterativeprocedure.If smooth kernel
weights are used, then the functionto be minimized is smooth
in P, and a Newton-Raphsontechniquecan be used to find the
optimalP, thatis, fSLS. Ichimura(1993) showedthatunderappropriateregularityconditions, this yields a V.n-consistentasymptotically normalestimator.He also derivedthe asymptotic
covariancematrixof this estimatorand showed how it can be
estimatedconsistently.
Ichimura(1993) also indicatedhow to design an asymptotically efficient weighted semiparametricleast squares(WSLS)
estimatorthat uses SLS as the first step. For the general case,
this requires nonparametricregression of the squared SLS
residuals on x and leads to problems if x contains interaction terms or discrete variables.In our case, however,we have
demonstratedthat the natural generalizationof the parametric models implies that V[yilxi] depends on xi only through
x•i, and for this special case Ichimurashowed thatthe efficient
WSLS estimatorrequiresweighting with V[YiXflSLS]-1, obtainedby a nonparametricregressionof the squaredSLS residuals on the index xiSLS

.

Implementingthe SLS and WSLS estimatorsin practicerequires choosing a kernel and a bandwidth.We work with the
Gaussian kernel. For consistency, the bandwidth should tend
to 0 if n -- o at a sufficientlyslow rate. Theoreticalresultsfor
similarproblemssuggest thatundersmoothingwill be optimal;
that is, the optimal bandwidthwill be smaller than the optimal
bandwidthfor the nonparametricregression of yi on x•f. The
common approachfor choosing a bandwidthin a situationlike
this is to experimentwith the bandwidththatwould be optimal
for the nonparametricregressionproblem(given a value of f)

and with smallerbandwidthvalues (to under smooth).We will
presentresultsfor severalchoices of the bandwidth.
Once fiSLS (or fWSLS) is obtained,the link function H can
be estimated by a nonparametric(kernel) regression of yi on
the estimatedindex xfiSLS. The usual asymptoticpropertiesof
a kernelestimatorapplybecausePSLSconvergesat a fasterrate
thanthe nonparametricestimator.
3.

DATA

We apply the models and techniquesdiscussed earlierto analyze the effect of minorityconcentrationon immigrants'proficiency in the host country language. The empirical analysis is based on the Fourth National Survey on Ethnic Minorities (FNSEM), a cross-sectional survey carriedout in the
United Kingdom in 1993 and 1994. Individualsincluded are
age 16 or older. There are 5,196 observationsin the minority
sample. We focus on a homogeneous sample of 1,471 men of
Indianethnicity(fromIndia,Bangladesh,Pakistan,or Uganda).
The FNSEM contains informationon the concentrationof the
individual'sown minority group at the ward level, which has
been matched to the survey from the 1991 Census. (A ward
is the smallest geographicalarea identified in the Population
Census, with a mean populationof 5,459 individualsin 1991.)
The language informationin the survey is based on the interviewer's evaluationof the individual'slanguageability in English, with categoricalanswers(speaks English) very well, fairly
well, slightly,andnot at all. For the empiricalanalysis, we have
combinedthe categories slightly and not at all and recodedthe
three categoriesas 3 (very well), 2 (fairly well), and 1 (slightly
or not at all).
Summarystatisticson the resultingcategoricalspeakingfluency variable and on other individualcharacteristicsare presented in Table 1. About 47% of the 1,471 men in the survey
data arereportedto speakEnglish very well. Only 4.3% are assigned to the categorynot at all; this group is mergedwith the
22.6% in the categoryslightly.
On average,the concentrationof minoritiesof the same ethnicity as the respondentis about 16.2%,with substantialvariation in the sample and a sample standarddeviationof 15.2%.
There is a clear negative correlationbetween language proficiency and minorityconcentration.Average minority concentrationin the subsampleof people with low speaking fluency
is about20.8%, in the subsampleof the most fluent speakersit
is only 13.7%.The rankcorrelationcoefficient is -.215 (with
p-value .000).
Table1. VariableDefinitionsand Sample Statistics
Variable
Speaks Englishslightlyor not at all
Speaks Englishfairlywell
Speaks Englishvery well
Age (years)
Yearssince migration
Countryof birth:Africa
Countryof birth:Bangladesh
Countryof birth:India
Countryof birth:Pakistan
concentration(%)
Minority
NOTE:

Source: FNSEM, 1,471 observations.
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Standard
Code
Mean deviation
SPF = 1
.2685
SPF = 2
.2624
SPF = 3
.4691
42.38
14.27
age
19.58
9.35
ysm
afroas
.2271
.1788
bangladesh
indian
.2998
.2944
pakistan
conc index 16.20
15.20
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4. SEMIPARAMETRIC
ESTIMATES
Some of the SLS and WSLS estimates explained in Section 2.3 are presented in Table 2. The first column presents
SLS estimateswith the bandwidthset equal to 1.066 (x'f)n-2,
where n is the number of observationsand 6 (x'f#) is the estimated standarddeviation of the single index. This is the
rule-of-thumbestimate for the optimal bandwidthin the kernel regression(Silverman1986). Because undersmoothingtypically gives moreefficientestimatesfor the single index (Powell
1994), we also presentthe results for a bandwidththat is half
as large (thirdcolumn). The differences between the two sets
of estimates or their standarderrorsare small, confirmingthe
general finding in this literaturethat the SLS results are not
sensitive to the choice of the bandwidth(see, e.g., Bellemare,
Melenberg,and van Soest 2002). The second column presents
the WSLS estimates, using the same bandwidthas in the first
column. These estimates are very similar to those in the first
column. Estimated standarderrors are somewhat smaller in
most cases, in line with the fact that WSLS is asymptotically
efficient but SLS is not, but there are also two parametersfor
which the estimatedstandarderroris slightly largerfor WSLS
thanfor SLS. Results for the smallerbandwidth(not presented)
tell the same story.
Standarderrorsare based on the asymptoticdistributionof
the estimator.Bootstrappedstandarderrorsgive the same economic conclusions and thus are not presented.They are larger
than the asymptotic standarderrorsfor some parametersand
smallerfor others.
The constantterm is not estimated.The coefficient of YSM
(years since migration)is normalizedto .9634, its estimate in
the orderedprobitmodel (see below). This normalizationmakes
it easy to comparesemiparametricand parametricresults. The
variableYSM has a significantpositive effect with a large absolute t value in all parametricmodels, which justifies the assumptionthat the coefficient is nonzero, the (only) necessary
conditionfor using this normalization.
The estimationresults are qualitativelyin line with those reportedby Lazear(1999). Because not only YSM itself, but also
YSM squaredand YSM interactedwith the minorityconcentration index, are included among the regressors,the effect of an
increase of YSM on expected speaking fluency varies across
observations.Nonetheless, the marginal effect of increasing

YSM on expectedfluency is positive at almostall observations.
The negative sign of YSM squaredimplies that this effect is
smallerfor those with longeryearsof residence.Conditionalon
YSM, older immigrantsare less fluentin English thanyounger
immigrants.The countryof origindummiesindicatethat,keeping other characteristicsconstant, immigrantsfrom Pakistan
and Bangladesh are significantly less fluent than immigrants
from India, whereas the individualsof Afro-Asian origin are
the most fluent.
Speaking fluency falls with minority concentration at a
declining rate, confirming Lazear's finding for the United
States. One explanationfor this is that individuals who live
in areas with high concentrationsof residentsof their own minority have lower incentives to learn the majority language.
Another explanation is that individuals select their area of
residence according to their language proficiency.As Lazear
pointed out, a significant negative effect of the concentration
variable on speaking fluency is consistent with both explanations. In both cases, the individual's (location or learning)
choice is determinedby the objectiveof maximizinginteraction
with individualswith whom they sharea common language.
To distinguishbetween the two explanations,Lazear added
an interactionterm between minorityconcentrationand years
of residence(YSM). An insignificantinteractiontermfavorsthe
self-selection hypothesis,because the learningargumentwould
imply a negativeinteractioneffect-a largerlearningrate, (i.e.,
a highereffect of YSM) when learningpays off more(i.e., when
minorityconcentrationis lower). In Table 2 the coefficient on
the interactiontermof YSM and minorityconcentrationis negative but insignificantand close to 0, favoringthe self-selection
hypothesis. Interestingly,this result is similar to what Lazear
found for the 1990 U.S. census.
Figure 1 illustrates the estimated link function H in (10)
for the first set of results in Table 2. (The quartickernel was
used, with bandwidthchosen by visual inspection.)The figure
looks very similar for the other results. The figure also shows
95% uniformconfidencebounds (based on Haerdleand Linton
1994). The estimatedlink functionis increasingon its full domain except at very low values of the index, for which the estimates are imprecise due to the small numberof observations
in that region. In an orderedresponse model without misclassification,the value of the link function should tend to 1 if the
index value tendsto -oo. The figuresuggests thatthis is not the
case, however.This could be due to misclassificationof some
respondentswith low speakingfluency.

Table2. SemiparametricEstimationResults
SLS; h = 1.5470a

WSLS; h = 1.5470a

SLS; h = .7563b

Bandwidth

Coefficient Standarderror

Coefficient Standarderror

Coeffecient Standarderror

ysm
age
conc index
afroas
pakistan
bangladesh
age sq
ysm sq
conc indsq
ysm * conc ind

.9634
-.9617
-25.1826
4.2826
-4.2943
-4.3825
.0061
-.0140
32.3767
-.0655

.9634
-.9923
-26.5351
4.1344
-4.4190
-4.6807
.0063
-.0139
34.0762
-.0656

.9634
-.9840
-20.2509
4.1996
-3.7830
-4.1162
.0064
-.0147
24.2073
-.0872

a 1.06
b

.1071
6.4955
.9689
.8178
.8960
.0010
.0011
9.2184
.1420

.1201
6.4125
.9171
.7726
.8785
.0010
.0010
8.8466
.1524

ruleof thumb).
(x'f)n-'2 (Silverman's

.53?
•/•)n-.2
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6.1338
.9296
.7825
.8716
.0010
.0010
8.6987
.1460
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istan and Bangladeshare less fluent than immigrantsfrom India, whereas Afro-Asian immigrantshave the highest fluency,
ceteris paribus.Speakingfluency is lower in regions where the
concentrationof immigrantsfrom the same countryof origin is
/
larger.
The estimated coefficient on the interaction term of mito
/
nority concentrationand YSM is negative and significant at
approximatelythe two-sided 10% level in both models. This
differs from the semiparametricestimates, which were negative but smallerin magnitudeand not significantat all. Whereas
7
\)
the semiparametricevidence suggested that the negative effect
of minority concentrationon speaking fluency is due to self0I
selection into local areasandnot to the effortat learningthe language, the parametricresults suggest that learningcould play a
role
as well. But t values arenot sufficientlyhigh to drawany fi0.
1.0
1.5
2.0
-1.0
0.5
-2.0
-1.5
-0.5
nal conclusions on this. For those with 0 years of residence,the
x'bSLS(standardized)
estimated patternof speaking fluency as a function of minorThis
is a nonLink
Model.
1.
Function
of the
Semiparametric
Figure
ity concentrationis decreasingup to about the 88th percentile
at al ;
or
not
of speaking
kernel
(1, slightly
fluency
parametric
regression
of minorityconcentrationaccordingto the model with misclasthe
index.
estimate
of
the
on
2, fairly
3, very
wel ;
semiparametric
wel )
sification and up to the 94th percentilefor the semiparametric
The
link
function
confidence
bands.
curves
uniform
95%
The
broken
are
1
f
r
o
m
n
o
t
t
o
b
u
t
d
o
e
s
is monotonically
models.
This suggests that already shortly after entry, immi3, suggesting
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Table3. EstimationResults ParametricModels
Orderedprobit
Coefficient Standarderror
Constant

ysm
age
conc index
afroas
pakistan
bangladesh
age sq
ysm sq
conc indsq
ysm *conc ind
m2
2 if 1
Probability
3 if 1
Probability
Probability1 if 2
3 if2
Probability
Probability1 if 3
2 if 3
Probability

28.4750

3.3542

.9634
-.8258
-34.0386
3.7520
-6.0868
-6.0094
.0041
-.0152
48.2251
-.3918
8.7001

.1342
.1411
7.7247
.9326
.8292
.9649
.0015
.0032
10.8978
.2307
.3913

Log-likelihood

-1,317.646

model
Misclassification
Coefficient Standarderror
55.6333

13.2788

2.0196
.4168
.4246
-1.6342
-64.1300
17.8579
7.9896
2.5771
-9.6401
2.2333
2.4232
-10.0340
.0082
.0034
-.0314
.0079
93.2072
24.1164
-.6923
.4164
23.2845
5.3590
0
-*
.1029
.0458
.2725
.0473
.0570
.2450
.0146
.0095
.0381
.1042
-1,309.332

* Estimateat the lowerbound.
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space. Andrews (2001) demonstratedthat the LR test statistic
can still be used and showed how to compute the appropriate
asymptoticcritical values, using a quadraticapproximationto
the likelihood. In the Appendixwe give the algorithmused for
our case. We find a 5% critical value of 9.04 and a 1%critical
value of 12.88. Because the realizationof the LR test statistic
is 16.72, the null hypothesis is rejected at the 1% level. This
confirmsthat allowing for misclassificationerrorssignificantly
improvesthe fit of the model.
Another way to investigate the validity of the model is to
test it againsta more generalparametricmodel that allows the
thresholdparametersto vary across evaluators.Evaluators(in
our case, the interviewers)are not precisely instructedon how
to constructtheirscores. This makes allowing for heterogeneity
in the thresholdvalues intuitivelyattractive,because it implies
that two evaluatorswho perceive the same proficiencyy* may
still give different answers on the ordinal scale. Das (1995)
allowed for unobservedheterogeneityin the bounds. His apextendedto also allow for misproachcan be straightforwardly
classification.(Details and estimationresults of this model are
availableon requestfrom the authors.)The Andrewstest could
not reject the model with classificationerrorsonly againstthe
model with classification errorsas well as randomthresholds
(test statistic,2.12; 10%criticalvalue, 2.90). This supportsthe
model with misclassificationerrorsand implies that extending
the model with randomvariationin thresholdsis not necessary.
The estimatesof the misclassificationprobabilitiesin Table3
amplysatisfy the inequalitiesof AbrevayaandHausman(1999)
that are sufficientfor identificationand imply monotonicityof
the link function.The estimatesof p2,1 andP2,3have the largest
standarderrors,reflectingthe problemthat these are more difficult to identify. Comparedwith the ordered probit model,
most slope coefficients and the estimate of the category bound
m2 have increasedby approximatelya factor of 2. Due to the
normalization,this can also be seen as a reductionof the standard deviation of the error term u by about 50%. The interpretationis that partof the unsystematicvariationin observed
speakingfluency is now explainedby classificationerrors.
The results of the parametricmodels can be used to analyze
the size of the effects of concentrationof immigrantsof a certain language minority on true speaking fluency, not affected
by misclassificationerror.Table 4 summarizesthe results. It
presentsthe estimatedmarginaleffects of minorityconcentration on the probabilitiesof at least slight fluency and very good
fluency accordingto each of the models in Table 3 at the first,

second, andthirdquartilesof the sampledistributionof the concentrationindex. Otherregressorshave been set to their sample means. The estimatedmarginaleffects are functionsof the
estimates of f and m2. Misclassificationprobabilitiesare discarded;the marginaleffects refer to the true classification,not
to the reportedclassification.
The table shows some substantialdifferencesin the estimated
marginaleffects. For example, let us compare two otherwise
identical immigrantsin a region with approximatelymedian
ethnic concentration.If the area of the one immigranthas a
1-percentagepoint higher ethnic concentrationthan the area
of the other immigrant,then the orderedprobitmodel predicts
a 1.33-percentagepoint lower probabilityof speakingEnglish
very well for the immigrantin the lower concentrationarea.
According to the misclassification model, the difference has
the same sign but is much larger,about2.27-percentagepoints
(with standarderror.44-percentagepoints).
Model 2 allows for misclassificationand significantlyoutperformsthe orderedprobitmodel. But it leads to much larger
standarderrors on the estimated marginaleffects. As an intermediate case, we also estimated a model that allows for
misclassificationin an adjacentcategory,but not in nonadjacent categories.In other words, we imposedpl,3 = P3,1= 0 in
model 2. We do not present detailedresults for this model, because this model is formallyrejectedagainstmodel 2. Nonetheless, most of the estimation results are similar to those of
model 2. The estimates of the misclassificationprobabilities
are, for example, P1,2 = 0 (the lower bound), P2,1 = .2528
(standarderror.0468),kP2,3= .3023 (standarderror.0384), and
P3,2 = .0877 (standarderror.0379)-values that are similarto
those given in Table3. The estimatedmarginaleffects are also
similar to those of model 2, but with standarderrorsthat are
about20% smalleron average.

5.1 Comparing
TwoParametric
Models
Figures 2 and 3 compare the predictions of two parametric models, orderedprobitand the misclassificationmodel. We
look at the estimatedprobabilitiesthat true fluency is (at least)
good and that reportedfluency is good. In the orderedprobit
model, observedand true speakingfluency (y and z) coincide,
but in the model with misclassificationerrorsthey do not.
Figure 2 presentsa scatterplotof the predictedprobabilities
of good speakingfluency accordingto the two parametricmodels. For the misclassificationmodel (vertical axis), the figure
shows the predictionsof the true speaking fluency variablez.

Table4. MarginalEffectsof MinorityConcentration,ParametricModels
Quantileof minority
concentration

Orderedprobit
Effect
Standarderror

P(fairlyor very fluent)
At 1st quartile
-.8811
At median
-.9255
At 3rdquartile
-.7895
P(veryfluent)
At 1st quartile
-1.5310
At median
-1.3293
At3rdquartile
-.8728

Misclassification
model
Effect
Standarderror

.0972
.1140
.0928

-.1857
-.3733
-.6286

.1878
.2614
.2422

.1983
.1638
.0860

-2.8962
-2.2688
-1.0649

.5999
.4407
.1985

NOTE: Marginal
effectof an increaseof ethnicconcentration
by 1-percentagepointon the probability
(inpercentage points)of speakingEnglishfairlyor verywell(top)or verywell(bottom).
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0

sificationmodel, the probabilityof reportinggood or very good
fluencyis neverclose to 1 or 0. For most observationswith predictedprobabilitiesnot close to 1 or 0, the predictionsaccording
to orderedprobitand misclassificationmodels are similar.The
correlationcoefficientis almost .99.
The substantialdifferencesbetweentrueandreportedfluency
in the misclassificationmodel confirmthe conclusion from the
misclassificationprobabilitiesin Table 4. Generalizingthe orderedprobitmodel by incorporatingmisclassificationprobabilities is useful in this empiricalexample.The same conclusionis
obtainedfor the probabilityof bad or very bad speakingfluency
(figuresnot reported).

S0 0O

Models
Testsof Parametric
5.2 Misspecification
00.0

0.2
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1.0

P(Z=31X)Orderedprobit

Figure2. ComparingP[z = 31x]forthe OrderedProbitand the MisclassificationModel.Scatterplotof the predictedprobabilitiesthatsomeone speaks Englishvery wellaccordingto the orderedprobit(horizontal
axis) and the misclassificationmodel (verticalaxis). The solid line is
the 45-degree line. The models give clearlydifferentpredictionsof true
speaking fluency.
-_o

For the ordered probit model (horizontal axis and 45-degree
"line),predictions of y and z coincide. We find that the misclassification model leads to more probabilityestimates close
to 0 or 1 than the orderedprobitmodel, leading to a largerdispersion in P[z = 3 Ix] accordingto the misclassificationmodel
than accordingto orderedprobit.Still, the correlationbetween
the two sets of predictionsis quite large (with a sample correlation coefficient of .97).
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In principle, the parametricmodels could be tested against
the semiparametricmodel using a Hausmantest. Underthe null
that the parametricmodel is correct, the parametricML estimates are asymptoticallyefficient and the SLS estimates are
consistent.Underthe alternativethatthe semiparametricmodel
is correctly specified but the parametricmodel is not, only the
SLS estimates are consistent. Thus a chi-squaredtest can be
based on the differencebetween parametricand semiparametric estimates. Unfortunately,however, the estimated standard
errors of the SLS estimates are not always larger than those
of the parametricML estimates.This implies thatthe Hausman
test statisticcannotbe computed.This problemremainsif bootstrappedstandarderrorsareused for the semiparametricmodel.
The procedureof Newey (1985) cannotbe used, because it does
not apply to the semiparametricestimator.
An alternative, graphical, specification test of parametric
models has been introducedby Horowitz (1993). The null hypothesis is thatthe parametricmodel is correctlyspecified.The
result for the parametricmodel with misclassificationis illustratedin Figure4. The figurepresentstwo functionsof the index
0
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ing
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Figure 3. Comparing P[y = 31x] for the Ordered Probit and the
Misclassification Model. Scatterplot of the predicted probabilities that
someone is reported to speak English very well according to the or-

dered probit(horizontalaxis) and the misclassificationmodel (vertical
axis). The solid line is the 45-degree line. The models give similarpre-

dictionsof reported
speakingfluencyexceptinthetails.
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estimate x'b/s, where b and s are the parametricestimates of
P anda in Table3. The solid curvegives the predictedprobabilities P[yi = 3 xil = P[ yi = 3 xib] accordingto the parametric
model, as a function of xb. The dashed curves representnonparametrickernelregressionestimatesof the observeddummy
indicatorvariableI(yi = 3) on the samex;
index b with uniform
95% confidencebands.Because the estimatorb convergesto fP
at rateroot n, which is a fasterratethanthe rateof convergence
of the nonparametricestimator,the standarderrorsof b are asymptoticallynegligible, and confidencebandsare calculatedas
if b were known.
Under the null that the parametricmodel is specified correctly, b is consistent for f, and the parametricexpressionfor
the predictedprobabilityP[yi = 31xi] is consistent for P[yi =
3 xi]. But the null hypothesis also implies that P[yi = 31xi] is
a single-index function of xfi and that b is a consistent estimate of this single index (up to scale). The nonparametric
curve is the estimated link function, which also will be consistent for P[yi = 31xi]. Thus under the null, both curves are
consistentfor the same functionand shouldbe similar.The null
hypothesiswill be rejectedif the nonparametric(dashed)curve
is significantlydifferentfrom the parametric(solid) curve. Because the parametriccurve is based on estimatesthat converge
at rate v/-n,whereas the nonparametriccurve converges at the
lower rate n"4,the imprecisionin the formercurve can be neglected comparedwith that in the lattercurve, and the test can
be based on the uniformconfidencebands aroundthe nonparametriccurve.
The result is that the solid curve is everywherebetween the
uniformconfidencebands, so thatthe parametricmodel cannot
be rejected.This can be seen as evidence in favor of the parametricmisclassificationmodel. It shouldbe admitted,however,
thatthe same test cannotrejectthe orderedprobitmodel either,
whereaswe alreadysaw thatthe Andrewstest rejectsthis model
againstthe model with misclassificationerrors.This casts some
doubt on the power of this type of test. The same conclusions
are obtainedif P[yi = 1lxb] is used insteadof P[yi = 31x'b].

6. SUMMARY
ANDCONCLUSIONS
In models with ordered categorical dependent variables
where the categorical assignmentis based on subjectiveevaluations, misclassification may have two sources: classical
misclassificationdue to simple reportingerrorsand misclassificationdue to a subjectivechoice of scale. Both sourcescan lead
to seriously biased parameterestimates and predictions.Parametric estimatorsthat incorporateand estimate misclassification probabilities,as well as semiparametricestimators,are an
alternativeto standardparametricmodels. Extendingthe work
of Lee andPorter(1984) andHausmanet al. (1998), we have introduceda parametricmodel thatincorporatesmisclassification
probabilitiesfor the case of more than two orderedcategories
andthatallows for scale heterogeneity.We have shown thatthis
model is a special case of a semiparametricsingle-indexmodel
thatcan be estimatedwith semiparametricleast squares.
Using these models, we analyzed the association between
minorityconcentrationand speakingfluencyof immigrants,using data for the United Kingdom.We found thatthe misclassification model is a significantimprovementover the standard

probit model. Allowing for random thresholds does not lead
to furtherimprovements.The qualitativeeffects of minority
concentrationare similar, supportingLazear's finding for the
United States that speaking fluency falls with minority concentration.However,marginaleffects show that the size of the
correlationand the shape of the relationshipbetween fluency
and minorityconcentrationare quite differentaccordingto the
two models. The models both show weak evidence in favor
of a learning effect, reflected by a negative interactioneffect
of minority concentrationand YSM that is significant at the
one-sided 10%level. The evidence in favor of self-selection of
more fluent immigrantsinto areaswith lower minoritydensity
is much strongerand insensitive to the chosen model. Semiparametricestimates in a model that nests all parametricmodels consideredconfirmthe qualitativeconclusions,althoughthe
evidence of a learningeffect is even weaker.
A shortcomingof the model is thatprobabilitiesof misclassification in intermediatecategories are not precisely estimated,
because their identificationrelies on parametricassumptions.
Better estimates of all misclassification probabilities would
require additional data, such that alternative measurements
(CharetteandMeng 1994) or panel data.This is on our research
agenda.
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APPENDIX:ANDREWSTEST
Here we explain how to test the null hypothesis Ho:Pjk =
0, j, k = 1, 2, 3, j 0 k, against the alternativepjk > 0 for at
least one pairj 0 k. (Tests for randomthresholdsagainstfixed
thresholdsareconstructedin the same way.) Because the model
is not definedforpjk < 0, the parametervectoris not an internal
point of the parameterspace underthe null hypothesis,implying that standardasymptotictheory of the ML estimatordoes
not apply.It also imples thatalternativetests for inequalityconstraints,such as those of Andrews (1998) or Szroeter(1997),
cannotbe applied.Andrews(1999) derivedthe asymptoticdistributionof a class of a general class of estimatorsincluding
ML when the true parametervalue lies on the boundaryof the
parameterspace. Andrews (2001) later applied the earlier results (Andrews 1999) to derive the asymptoticdistributionof
the quasi-LR test statistic, which is what we need. (Andrews
also allowed for nuisance parameters,which play a role under
the alternativeonly. Such parametersdo not appearin our case;
see thm. 4 in Andrews 2001.) The special case without nuisance parametersthat are not identifiedunderthe null also follows from theorem 3 of Andrews (1999). It is straightforward
to check that the regularityassumptionsrequiredfor this theorem are satisfiedin our example, because observationsare iid,
ML estimationis used, the log-likelihood has continuousright
partialderivativesof second order,and the parameterspace has
the form of a convex cone. Checkingthe regularityconditionsis
basically the same as for the example of a randomcoefficients
model of Andrews(1999).
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Let LR representthe LR test statistic,2(lnL1 - InLo), where
L1 is the unrestrictedmaximum of the likelihood (allowing
for all pj,k > 0) and Lo is the restrictedmaximum (imposing
Pj,k= 0 for allj, k = 1, 2, 3). The parametervector can be written as 0 = (0'1,0')', where 02 containsthe six misclassification
probabilitiespl,2,..., P3,2 and 01 contains the other 12 (unrestricted)parametersof the model. The parameterspace can be
writtenas V = (-oo, 00)12 x [0, 00)6, and the null hypothesis
is 0 E Vo= (-o(, 00)12 x {0}6. (We ignore the obvious lower
boundon the thresholdm2,because it is not bindingand is irrelevantfor the local approximations.)Let J be minusthe expected
value of the Hessian of the log-likelihoodcontributionof a random observationat the true parametervalues, which underthe
null can be consistently estimated in the usual way by J, the
sample mean of the matrixof second-orderpartialderivatives
at each observation,evaluatedat the restrictedML estimates.
Similarly,let I be the expected value of the outerproductof the
gradientof the log-likelihood contributionof a randomobservation and let I be its naturalestimateunderthe null. The only
differencewith the usual case of an internalpoint of the parameter space is thatright partialderivativesare used for the pa-
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